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Anyone who manages a business today understands the significance of having an identity on the
internet. In todayâ€™s business atmosphere having a website is among the most important things. A
website is said to be a mixture of several interrelated services and web hosting is one of them.

Whenever a user thinks of taking a hosting plan, more often than not he lands up in situation where
he needs to select a plan from several given choices. Selecting a hosting solution for a website is
not a very simple task, as there are several hosting service providers that offer almost the same
hosting plans. In order to make the right selection, the user must carefully consider all his
requirements. One of the most critical decisions that a user needs to make while selecting a hosting
package is choosing from a Windows Hosting or a Linux Hosting plan. Both these plans come with
certain special features which distinguishes them from one another.

Linux Web Hosting is one of most renowned website hosting plans available today. It is
comparatively very cheaper than a usual windows plan. Linux, as we all know is an open source
application, and is considered more cost effective to manage and run. Users tend to enjoy a number
of benefits with the use of this hosting plan. It is considered highly scalable in nature, in fact it is said
that a Linux server can easily be converted into a windows server when there is a need. This
hosting plan works very well with PHP, MySQL or Perl applications. This hosting plan is usually
suggested to users who are just starting out with a new website and do not expect too much traffic
on it.

Windows Web Hosting plan is generally considered a touch costly because of the license costs
imposed by Microsoft. This plan is known to be the best option when a user thinks of using specific
Microsoft applications. When a user builds a website using ASP, ASP.NET, MS SQL, Ms Access, it
is essential for him to choose a Windows Hosting plan. This plan is considered much easier to use
than a Linux Hosting package.

Selecting the best web hosting service for your website is no more a challenging task, as the market
is flooded with several website hosting service providers. When seeking a high-quality web host, the
user should look for the client support it offers. Another thing that user must look at is the uptime
guarantee the web hosting company offers.
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